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II{JECTIVITY, QUASICONFORMAL REFLECTIONS
AI{D THE TOGARITHMIC DERIVATIYE

REUVEN HARMELIN

1. Introduction

Let C be a K-quasicircle in the complete complex plane C:Cu{-} (i.e., C
is the image of the real axis R under a K-quasiconformal automorphism of e, with
K=l), and Dr, D, to be the components of e1q such that *€Dz: DrvC. Let
p{z)ldzl be the Poincard metricin D;, i:1,2, with curvature -4. In [2] Ahlfors
proved the following injectivity criterion in terms of the Schwarzian derivative ,.!lL-j

Theorem A. If C is a K-quasicircle, then there exists apositiae constant e:e(K),
depending only on K, such that f is unhsalent in D1 wheneaer it is meromorphic there,

with a norwanishing deriaatioe and

(1.1) ll§rllr,",: ä srQ)-2lSr?)l= e.

Morewer, strict inequality in(l.l) implies the existence of a quasiconfortnal extension

offtue.
Writing

»: r; -+ri, rr: f"lf'
and applying Lemma 3 of [9], one can easily show that the correspondence n: Tr- S y
is continuous with respect to the norms llSrlla,o,, defined in (1.1), and

(r.2) ll4ll',",::lf, qr(z)-Ll+(z)1.

This observation yields the following analogue for Theorem A.

Theorem B. If C is a K-quasicircle, then there exists a positiae constdnt er:
et(K), depending only on K, such that euery analytic function f in Dr, with f *0,
is unhsalent wheneaer

(1.3) ll4ll,,r. = e',

and if there is a strict inequality in (1.3), f has a quasiconformal extension tu C.

syQ) - ftt" tt)' -+ (f " lf)'l{4, z€Dt.
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Remark. Martio and Sarvas [11] proved the injectivity part of TheoremsA
and B, using the uniformity property of quasidiscs. On the other hand, Gehring [8]
and Astala-Gehring [5] proved that these injectivity criteria are valid only on
quasidiscs.

In this paper, a different quantitative proof for Theorem B is provided, based
on Ahlfors' idea of the proof of Theorem A but utilizing a slight modification of
his quasiconformal extension formula. First we show that two properties of quasi-
conformal reflections, which have been proven in [2] under the assumption -€C,
remain valid also if -€Dz. Then Theorem B is proved and in the last section it is
applied to the universal Teichmiiller space.

2. Quasiconformal reflections

An automorphism å of C is a K-quasiconformal reflection at C if
(i) å1" : i6 and hoh: id on Ö.

(ii) The mapping ,*M is a (sense-preserving) K-quasiconformal map-
ping, i.e.,

lanl K-t lohl lanl
lul=zlnl»l=lal'

Properties (i) and (ii) yield a third one:

(ii) h(D): D., i * i, i,i :1,2.
Lemma t (Ahlfors I2)). If C is a K-quasicircle, C a&nits a Kz-quasiconformal

refiection.

Lemma Z (cf pl. Let h: e*e be a K-quasiconformal reflection at C. If
*€Dz and zs€.C, then

(2.1)

where

lh(z) - zal = )"(K) lz - zol, for all z€Dz,

).(K):[r-,(5)J-'-,
and p(r) is the conformal module of the Grötzsch extremal ring domain separating
the exterior of the unit disc B from the interaal (0,r) for 0=r<1 (see [0], pp.
53, 81).

Proof. Let f be a conformal mapping of the upper half plane U onto Ds, with
.f(-):- if -€C or f(*):2o(C if *€De.Define

tf«)- t h(r(o)
for (€U,
for (e.L - C\U.@(o
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(2.2) oi(H(21)WA(z)l = 
g.Qi(z)ldzl, z€Di, i * i, i,i : 1,2

for some constants /{:tr(K) and g:9(K) depending only on K.

The proof of Lemma3 is given in 121. The assumption -€C in it might be
dropped, since it was needed only for deriving the corresponding inequality in the
Euclidean metric. From Ahlfors' proof in [2] and the estimates in [3] and [fl one
gets the following estimates:

(2.3) tr(K) = M2, g(K) 
= 4M2(M+l), where ltf - 1(K).

3. ProofoflheoremB

Assume flrst that/has the following property:

(x) f is locally conformal on some domain containing Dr: DrvC.

By Lemma 1, C admits a Kz-quasiconformal reflection, and hence, by Lemma 3,

there exists another l{-qtasiconformal reflection H at C, with /{=M2:).(K2)2,
which satisfies Condition Q2) wtth 9=4M2(M+l).

Now, extend/into D, as follows:
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Then C:o(R) and ar: e *e is K-quasiconformal. Thus, if zQDr, then

and 
z: a(O:.f(O for some (€U

h(z): h(f($: a(0, eeL.

First, if -€C, take (o:a-r(zs)(R. Then the sross-ratio

l(E, (, (o,-)l : I 
rr-f', 

| : 1,
l(-(ol

and (2.1) follows by the quasi-invariance of the cross-ratio under quasiconformal
mappings (see [1]), and since @ maps {E, L iEo, -} onto lh(z), z, zo, *}, respec-

tively.
Next, if *Q.Dz, let ar-l(-):c(€U. Then

t(e,(, *,,1r : lfi}l = r for (€rr,

and (2.1) is obtained again since @. {(,(, *,a}*lh(z),z,zo, *), respectively.

Q.e.d.

Lemma 3 (cf. tZl). If C admits a K-quasiconformal reflection, then there exists

a ff-quasiconformal reflection H at C satisfyiW

(3.1) f (() - f(z)+(( -z)f'(r), (eor, z : H(o€Dt.
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This extension has the complex derivatives

ff: rr-,rkr"o, and ff: r'e',+((-,)kf"@), z : H(}€Dt,

and hence it has the complex dilatation

((-,)#rrk)
(3.2) fr.(g : (eor? z-H($€Dr.

1+(( -z)krrk)

(3.3)

But by Lemma 2 we have for all {o€C

l(- H(ol = l:E-hl*l(o -H(ol = (r+^(tr)) l(-(ol, (€D,.

Choose (o€C such that l(-(01 : d((, C) and apply the inequality d(C, c)= sr(0-',
KDz (by Schwarz' lemma). Thus

(3.3) l(- u1911 <- (t + )"(/{))Q,(0-" c€o,.

On the other hand, Property (2.2) of f/ implies

(3.4) lffil= e.sz(ote,(n(0), (eDz,

and since (*tt(q is /d-qaasiconformal, it follows that

From (3.2), (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5) we conclude

(3'o lrr(ol = ffi, (eD,, z:H(o€.Dr,

where I (K) : 4M 2 (M + 1) (l + ),(M r)), q (K) : (M, - t1 1 1u, * 1), M : ),(K2). Thus

llpll- =/r= t whenever / satisfies

(35) lry

ilT/lr,r. = A(K) -' #< 61 : ffi: r] (,1O.

Hence, the mapping

(3 s) ,d):(rl? i:: ',{l:: D'uc'

is a local homeomorphism all over e, and therefore it is an automorphism of e,
thus proving the theorem wheneverlfsatisfies (x).

(3.7)
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Now, if/does not satisfy (x), let {G,} be any decreasing sequence - G,*rcGo-
of simply-connected hyperbolic domains, such that Dr:OLr Gn. Let gn: Gn*D,
be the conformal mapping with gnQo):zo and giQ)>O for some fixed zs€D1cc,.
Then {g,} converges to the identity mapping locally uniformly on Dr. Define

t,: (Tro g,)gi, n > l.

Then {r/,} converges to 7, locally uniformly on D1. Note that each rlt, is analytic

on D-rcG, and by
qe*(z) = QLQ), z(Drc Go

(which is a consequence of Schwarz' lemma) it follows that

i'?*..;i?,:,;,t;:3::i!Å'^,tl':?2),
Thus iffr is any solution of the equation

(3.9) Y" -{nY' : O in Gn,

then l, satisf.es property (x) in addition to the assumptions of the theorem and

Ty^:{,. Furthermore, since the general solution of (3.9) is of the fotm af,*b,
we c€rn choose the solutionf, that fixes two given points on C. Hence, the sequence

{4} of mappings deflned by

- rr., -lf,(O 
for (€D,'

rn\S/ - lf"(r)+((- r\f,'(r) for ((Dz, z : H(A€D,

form a normal family of quasiconformal automorphisms of e. We conclude that

{d"} contains a subsequence converging locally uniformly on e to

n ,e\ tfr«) for (CDr,
rott/ : 

[7 19 for {€Dz,

where fi:limn**f, is conformal and univalent in D1, with 7r":limn**71^:
71, and

foG): ]19 AtO :"6(0+((- z)fr'(z), (€Dz, z: H(O€D,

has the complex dilatation E(0 given in (3.2).

Finally, Tt:Tto implies f:afr+b for some constants a,beC, so that /
is also univaleni in D. and has the quasiconformal extension to e, given by (3.1).

Q.e.d.
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4. Universal Teichmiiller space

For n:1, 2, let B,(D) be the Bers' space of analytic functions rlt in ahyper-
bolic domain D, bounded in the norm

Ilf 11,,, : II./il, : sup Q»G)-"lrl,Q)1.

Let M(D) be the open unit ball in the Banach space I-(D) of all complex-
valued measurable functions p supported in D and bounded in the norm

Ilpll-,, : llpll- : es,sgrt lr(z)1.

Let C, Dr, Dzbe as before. For each p€M(D) letfrbe the unique homeomorphic
solution of the Beltrami equation

o* - ,,0*0z *0,
fixing the points {0, 1, -1. Since plr,:O, ;f, is conformal in Dr, so we may define
the two mappings

- tl[": MID)* p*Tr=T,QB1(D1), Tt:f"lf'
and

4[» : M(D) t P * Sr : T;-*T2,,CB,(D),

the second of which is known (see [6]) as Bers' embedding of the universal reich-
miiller space 7(D2) of D, in Br(Dr). The image Tr(Dr) of rhe first mapping 4f) in
B'(DJ may also be considered a representalion of T(Dr). Bers proved in [6] the fol-
lowing properties of the embedding 4!2):

Theorem C. Let C be a quasicircle in e. fhe mapptng q!): M(»r)*Br(Dr)
is holomorphic (as a mapping between two complex Banach spaces). Its deriaatiue
at the origin is

(4.1) Dttlzt(0): r* -*fi ",ffi 
O*Or, z(Dr, tt€L*(D,),

and »qlz>(O) has the right-inaerse

(4.2) A[,): r! * ]te -rt)), 
a*? 

{,@(O), (€D,, {(8,(D,\,

i.e., each $$r(D) satisfies the reproductionformula

(4.3) *(,) : -* fi,,«-H(O),ry{,@@)((-z)-a d( dq, z€Dt

(cf. Lemma 6 in [9]), where H is the quasiconformat reflection at C of Lemma 3.
It appears that the embedding rllt) has similar properties:
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Theorem D. Let C be a quasicircle in f , and D1 and D, its interior and exterior

domains, respectiaely (i.e., -€D2). The mapping 4!): M(D)*Br1p) is holomor'
phic. Its deriaatiae at the origin is the linear mapptry

(4.4)

and P,rf)(O)

(4.5)

i.e.,

(4.6)

z€.Dr, {reBr(Dr).

Proof. The holomorphicity of 4! and Formula (4.4) are proven exactly as the

corresponding part ofTheorem C (see [6] and also [9]). The rest ofthe theorem fol-
lows from Formula (3.2), which means that the mapping

Äl'): il + p(0 : , ,h €Br(Dr), (€Dz,

is a local cross-section foruly): MtDr)*Bt(Dr) near the origin, i.e.,

(4.7) ry[D c Ä5rt { : * for t€Br(Dr) with li,/iil,Dr small.

But direct computation easily yields

(4.8) DÅot (0) : /LtD,

and (4.6) is derived by applying the chain rule to (4.7). Q.e.d.
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